Abstract. In this paper; we establish the equivalence of the oscillation of the two equations
Introduction
In the past decade, the oscillation of neutral differential equations has attracted the attention of many mathematicians. A testimony of this is that in the last years three monographs on the oscillation of neutral differential equations has come off the press on end, written by Gyori and Ladas [5] , Bainov and Mishev [1] and Erbe, and Kong and Zhang [4] , respectively. In most work on the higher order neutral differential equation
(x(t) -cx(t -r))
+ p(t)x(t -a) = 0 (1.1)
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counterexample. Zhang and Gopalsamy [12] , and Ming-Po Chen and Yu [11] proved independently that the condition f sp(s)( f p(u) du)ds = oo is sufficient for equation (1.2) to oscillate. Zhang and Yu [13] gave a necessary and sufficient condition for equation (1.2) to have a bounded positive solution. Recently,Yang and Zhang [2] proved that if liminftJ(s)ds> r, then equation (1.2) is oscillatory.
In this paper, we consider the neutral differential equation
(x(t) -x(t -r))' + p(t) x(t -a) = 0 (1.3)
where r >0 and a E Rare constants, n > 1 is an odd integer and p: [0,) -[0,) is a continuous function. There has been much work on equation (1.3) . We refer to Chuanxi and Ladas [3] , Zhang and Gopalsamy [12] , Yu [10] and the newest monograph [4] . In this paper we develope the thoughts of [2] , wanting to establish the equivalence of the oscillation of equation (1.3) and that of some linear ordinary differential equation.
If the equivalence could be established, we can give oscillation criteria of equation (1.3) by using oscillation theorems of linear ordinary differential equations. It is well known that there have been many profound results in the oscillation theory of linear ordinary differential equations (see, for example, Kiguradze and Chanturia [6] ).
In Section 2, we establish the equivalence of the oscillation of equation (1.3) and that of some linear ordinary differential equation. In Section 3, we apply the results of Section 2 to equation (1.3) and obtain a sharp criterion for its oscillation, which improves the newest result in [10] . We also establish a class of comparison theorems of integral type. We find the important fact that the deviation a has no effection on the oscillation of equation (1.3).
As is customary, a solution of equation (1.3) is said to be oscillatory if it has arbitrarily large zeros. Otherwise it is said to be non-oscillatory. If every solution of equation (1.3) is oscillatory, equation (1.3) itself is said to be oscillatory. Otherwise equation (1.3) is said to be non-oscillatory.
Oscillation equivalence of neutral delay and ordinary differential equations
First we need the following two lemmas. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume r = 1 and n = 3. That is, we will prove that the oscillation of the two equations
is equivalent.
Sufficiency, i.e. the oscillation of equation (2.6) implies that of equation (2.5).
Suppose to the contrary that equation ( 
T.
for tE IT*, 00). Substituting (2.7) into (2.5), we get
f. y(s)ds. Then z(t) > 0 eventually, and z m'(t) + p(t)z(t) 0. From Lemma 2.2 we see that equation (2.6) is non-oscillatory, which is a contradiction. Now let x be a (11)-type solution, choose T sufficiently large such that x(t) > 0, Y(t) >0, y'(t) > 0 and y"(t) > 0 on [T -1,c) , and let in = min[T _ 1,71 x(t). Then rn>0. IftET,T+1],wehave.
x(t) = y(t) +x(t -1) ? J y(s) ds + in.
By induction we have
on [T+n,T+n+1] . Hence
x(t)?J(s)ds+m
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As long as i is sufficiently large, we have ftg y(s) ds <akt 2 and then 
(t) = (i -T + 1)y'(T) if T -1 t T
10 ift<T-1.
Clearly, H E C(R,R). Define z(i) = H(t -i).

Then z E C(R, R) and z(t) --1) = H(t). Obviously, z(i) -z(i -1) = y'(t) on [T, ). Let ni max[T_l TI z(i). Then m = y'(T) > 0. If t E [T, T + 11, we have
Z(t) = y'(t) + z(t -1) y'(s) ds + m.
By induction we have z(t) y'(s) ds +m on [T + ii -1,T+ n]. Hence z(t) fy'(s)ds + in on [T,00). If a? 0, we have z(t-a)< J'(s)ds+m<
IT, '(s)ds+m for t E IT + a, +oo). If a <0, we have z ( t -a)
< f y'(s)ds +m +m+ fY'(s)ds
for t E ET, +). So, whether a 2 0 or a <0, we have
Substituting the above inequality and z(t) -z(t -1) = y'(t) into (2.6), we get (z(t) -z(t 1)) + p(i)z(t -a) 0.
From Lemma 2.1 we see that equation (2.5) is non-oscillatory, which is a contradiction. 
H(t -i).
Then H,z E C(W,R) and satisfy z(t) -z(t -1) = y'(t) on (T,00). Let M = max[T_1 , 71 z(t) and in = max[T_Ir] y(t). If t E [T,T + 1], we have
1+1 Z(t) = y'(t) + z(t -1)
J y' ( s ) ds + M <y(i + 1) -y(t) + M < y(t + 1) + M and Z(t) 2 y' ( s ) ds + z(t -1) 2 y(t) -y(t -1) 2 y ( t ) -M.
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By induction we have z(i) <y(t + 1) + M and z(t) ^! y(t) -m on [T, oo). Hence z(t-a)<y(t+l-a)+M = y(i) -y(i) + y(t + 1 -a) + M
Y( t ) + 1 1 -a l y'(max (t , t + 1 -a)) + M. In the following discussion, we will distinguish three cases.
10. Let k > 0. Then
as t -* CX). Obviously, z(t) = t 3 + 0(t 3 ) as t -* oo. As long as t is sufficiently large, we have z(t -a) < y(t) + Ii -a l kt2 + M.
Then (t) > 0 eventually, and y(t)> (t -a). Obviously, we have
Substituting these expressions into equation (2.6), we get
From Lemma 2.1 we see that equation (2.5) is non-oscillatory, which is a contradiction. as t -* oo. Obviously, z(t) = t2 + 0(t 2 ) as t -* oo. As long as t is sufficiently large, we have
eventually, and y(t) ? (t -a).
Repeating the same argument as in the case 1 0 , we get a contradiction.
3°. If k 0 and lim t _ y"(t)
as t -. Obviously, z(t) = 0(t 3 ) and t 2 = o(z(t)) as t -. So we have 0 eventually and y(t) ? (t -a) . Repeating the same argument as in the case 10, we get a contradiction. The proof is complete U is equivalent.
The proof is quite similar to that of Theorem 2.4 and we omit it.
Applications
First we introduce some notations. Let M denote the maximum of
The following lemma is known. Lemma 3.1 (see [6] To conclude our paper, we consider the equation 
(x (t) -q(t) x(t -r )) (n) + p(t) x(t -
5
